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Minister of Environment Decision No. (116) of 2013 on the  

Issuance of the National Instructions for the Protection  from Electromagnetism 

Radiation Emitted from Operating Radio Frequencies Equipments 

 
The Minister of Environment, 
 
After having perused the Decree Law No. (31) of 2002 on Protection from Radiation, 
 
The Emiri decision No. (29) of 1996 pertaining to the Ministerial Cabinet resolutions submitted to 
the Emir for ratification and issuance 
 
The Emiri Decision No. (39) of 2009 pertaining to the Organizational structure of the Ministry of 
Environment, 
 
The decision of the Chairman of the Supreme Council of Environment and Natural Reserves No. 
(4) of 2003, issuance of the Executive list of Law No. (31) 2002 on Protection from Radiation, 
 
And the draft decision adopted by the Ministerial Cabinet   in its ordinary meeting No. 19 of 2010 
held on 26/5/2010, 
 
Decided the following: 

 

Article (1) 
Taking into consideration the basic records and reference documents which are 
recommended by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection 
(ICNIRP), the national instructions for electromagnetism radiation protection emitted by 
operating radio frequencies equipments, attached with this decision, shall be implemented. 
 

Article (2) 
All existing companies and facilities responsible for any fixed sources of radio frequencies at 
the date of issuance of this decision, shall  adjust their  status within two years of the date of 
entering into force,  and it may be extended for further period if necessary, and shall report 
every three months on the matched sources , until all sources are matched within the period 
referred to. 

Article (3) 
All competent parties, each in its scope of competence shall implement this decision,  and 
shall be published in the Official Gazette.  
 
Abdulla bin Mubarak bin E’boud Al- Ma’dadiMinister of Environment 
Issued on: 09/08/1434 A.H.  
Corresponding to: 18/06/2013 
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The National Instructions for the Protection from Electromagnetism Radiation 

Emitted from Operating Radio Frequencies Equipments 
 

Article (1) 
Definitions 

 

In implementing the provisions of these Instructions the following words and expressions 
shall have the meanings set forth to each of them unless the context requires otherwise:  
 
Specific absorption: Absorbed energy per unit mass of biological tissue during the pulse of 
radio frequencies, measured by unit Joule per kilogram, and the specific absorption is the 
integration of Radio Frequency power absorption rate specified during the pulse. 
 
Radio frequency: The number of vibrations per second used for radio transmission, and 
the range of its extent according to national rules is from (3) Kilohertz  to (300) Gigahertz. 
 
Current in Sides: The amount of square root of radiofrequency current square rate which 
applies on his wrist or ankle caused by stimulus of frequencies, expressed in mille ampere. 
 
The contact current: The amount of the square root of the square average of 
radiofrequency current which flows through biological centre when touching a point of 
surface charged by capacity of radio frequencies, and measured in mille ampere. 
 
General public levels:  Levels determined in the basic restrictions and reference levels 
which all persons be subjected to frequencies Radio, except for employees in the field of 
radio frequencies. 
 
Employees’ levels: Specified occupational limits in the basic restrictions and reference 
levels which the trained employees recruited in the field of radio frequencies are subjected 
to, and they are officially designated in this capacity within the workplace safety program in 
the field of radio frequencies. 
 
The conformity levels:  Levels set around the radio frequencies sources, whether fixed or 
movable, or mobile radio device, including the public or employees prohibition area. 
 
Intensity of Electric field: The amount of the square root of the average of the square of 
electric field intensity to a vector electric field measured in volts per meter. 
 
Intensity of Magnetic field: The amount of the square root of the average of the square of 
magnetic field intensity to a vector magnetic field measured in unit Ampere per meter. 
 
Specific absorption rate: The rate of output absorption of radiofrequency in the tissues of 
the body measured in unit Watt/kg. 
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Specific local absorption rate: The average of specific absorption rate in any tissue weight 
10 grams in the cubic form. 
 
The intensity of the output flow: The rate of radio frequencies output flow through the 
vertical space unit with the direction of wave propagation, indicated by unit Watt per square 
meter. 
 
Measurement methods: The basic conditions and reference levels. 
 
Basic conditions: The binding levels for human subjected to radio frequencies, and 
pursuant to the Radio Frequencies, the measurements of Physical properties used to specify 
the basic conditions are the power intensity, the specific absorption rate, specific absorption 
and output intensity flow, and there are other basic conditions, the average specific 
absorption rate in the whole body or Specific mass of local tissue. 
 
Reference levels: The realistic levels of exposure derived from the basic conditions, could 
be used as a simplified alternative method, but it is considered more conservative for 
determining the basic conditions conformity, in the event of the reference levels exceeding, 
it must return to the basic conditions to determine if a non-conformance occurs, since 
exceeding the reference levels does not necessarily mean exceeding the basic conditions. 
 
Conformity: The verification of compliance with the relevant national instructions. 
 
Prohibition area: The area where the estimation process had shown the exposure status to 
radio frequencies have exceeded the general public levels but not the employees  levels 
 
Prohibition area for employees: The area where the estimation process had shown the 
exposures status to the radio frequencies have exceeded the employees’ levels..  

 
Article (2) 
Objective 

 
These national Instructions aim for setting regulations to reduce the public and employees 
exposure to electromagnetic fields resulting from radio frequencies, for the purpose of 
protecting them from adverse health effects resulting from equipments or devices emitting   
radio frequencies and that by putting secure limits and applying it in a mandatory way, and 
the exposure limits of the national rules are set by using a number of different measurement 
methods. 
 
These methods are varying in two, basic conditions and reference levels. 
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Article (3) 

Scope of implementation 

 
These Instructions determine the minimum requirements for the protection of public and 
employees from risks menacing their health resulting or likely arise from their exposures to 
radio frequencies within the frequency range from (3 KHz to 300 GHz). 
 
National Instructions do not apply to the following: 
A. Radio frequencies used for patients treatment or diagnosis and should be under 

competent medical supervision. 
B. Radio frequencies used by Armed Forces. 
C. Radio frequencies used in industry such as the heating, drying and welding devices. 
D. Radio frequencies used in radars. 
E. Radio frequencies used in the calibration of electromagnetism equipments. 
 

Article (4) 
License 

 
It is prohibited to install devices, transmitter and receivers stations for radio frequencies 
without license from Radiation and Chemical Substances Protection Department in the 
Ministry of Environment. 
 
The Ministry shall cancel the license if it the licensee violates the license requirements 
specified in the instructions. 
 

Article (5) 
Inspection 

 
Companies and facilities operating in the field of radio frequencies shall allow authorized 
representatives of the Ministry of Environment who are responsible for the inspection to 
check on the transmitting and receiving devices and stations, to assure the compliance with 
the provisions of these instructions and the implementation of the requirements of security 
and prevention of non-ionizing radiation. 
 
Companies and establishments operating in the field of radio frequencies shall present the 
matching documents to all radio frequencies sources provided by working parties in radio 
frequencies field. 
 
The site matching shall be repeated in case of change or modification in the design or mode 
of the device or source, in order to match with the essential conformity. 
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Article (6) 

Exposure evaluation 

 
Licensee shall take necessary arrangements for evaluating and measuring the levels of radio 
frequencies by monitoring sites devices and stations transmitting and receiving of radio 
frequencies to protect public and employees, and shall take into consideration the following: 
 
1. Specific reference levels shall not exceed the average time of Electric and Magnetic field 

and the intensity of the output flow measured by movable equipments as a function of 
frequency quantities clarified in Appendix (1of tables (1), (2). 

2. The reference levels of the contact current and current sides shall not exceed the values 
clarified   in Appendix (2) of tables (1), (2). 

3. Upon simultaneous exposures to several sources of radio frequencies, thermal effects on 
the body will accumulate, and should therefore carry out a separate evaluation of the total 
exposure of basic restrictions and reference levels for all thermal effects on the body, 
according to what are determined in the national instructions 

 
Article (7) 

Employees and Radio Frequencies Equipments Protection 
 
1. Employees shall be subject to medical evaluation to ensure their ability for doing these 

kinds of work; the medical evaluation includes eye disorders, except  reading glasses, and 
medical metal parts implanted in the body, except tooth fillings, or devices such as heart 
pacemaker, and the evaluation ensures the nervous system disorders. 

2. A pregnant woman working in radio frequencies fields shall not be exposed to  levels of 
exposure  exceeding   the general public levels. 

3. Employees shall be trained to ensure proper work practices, and supervise their training 
and they shall be trained on the applied regulations on radio frequencies and potential risk 
management. 

4. Use of personal protective equipments, such as leather gloves and protective uniforms 
completely closed. 

5. Engineering control includes shield positions, secure locks, grounding large metal objects, 
and use leak detection counters, cutting and stopping devices. 

 
 

Article (8) 
Radio Frequencies Stations Antenna  

  
All radio frequencies stations shall comply with the following: 
1. Isolate the antenna field completely, to provide safety conditions for public and residents. 
2. Put appropriate visible warning signs showing the isolated area. 
3. Provide fire alarm system as well as needed fire equipments and first aid. 
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4. Make grounding system for towers and devices, as per the employee’s security and safety 
technical standards. 

5. Make periodic inspection, twice a year, to ensure the effectiveness of safety procedures 
and record them. 

6. Use insulated standard antenna when testing or trying operated equipments. 
7. Take all steps and provide all necessary requirements which ensure the employees safety. 
 
 

Article (9) 
 A Manager shall be appointed for each matching location, and inform the Ministry of 
Environment on his name, contact details and others information that the Ministry may 
require in this regard.  
 
The Ministry of Environment shall prepare a specimen document for radio frequencies 
surveillance; and companies and facilities operating in the radio frequencies field   shall 
comply with.  
 

Appendix (1) 
Limits and Conditions of Basic Levels 

 
The following two tables contain determined reference levels for general public of the time 
average of Electric and Magnetic field intensity and the intensity of output flow. 
 

Table (1) 
Reference levels for public of the time average of Electric and Magnetic field intensity and 
the intensity of output flow, variable F refers to the frequency indicated by a megahertz unit. 
 

Table (2) 
Reference levels for employees of the time average of Electric and Magnetic field intensity 
and the intensity of output flow, variable F refers to the frequency indicated by a megahertz 
unit. 
 

Table (3) 
Basic levels of the intensity of stimulated current in the head as a result of exposure to radio 
frequencies. 
 
Current intensity is averaged at any one square centimeter (cm) in vertical format with the 
direction of current flow. 
 

Table (4) 
Basic levels of the average of the specific absorption located in head and sides of public and 
employees of radio frequencies from 100 KHz  to (10) GHz. 
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Table (5) 
Basic conditions of the intensity of output flow for public and employees of radio 
frequencies. 
 
The average of the intensity of output flow to any space (20) square centimeters shall be 
calculated, crossed with the body surface; and the average of extreme spatial intensity in any 
square centimeter shall not exceed (20) centimeters square by (20) times the values of the 
basic conditions  determined  in the table. 
 

Appendix (2) 
 

Table (1) 
Reference levels of the time average of the current at the sides for general public and 
employees shall be calculated in (6) minutes continuously. 
 

Table (2) 
Reference levels for employees of the time average of the current for general public and 
employees’ contacts shall be calculated in (6) minutes continuously. 
 
 


